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In the 2000s, several major education reforms have been implemented in Norway. *e reform in the teacher education is heavily
inspired by the Finnish model, with introduction of a new research-based content, with the aim of developing a new type of
professional knowledge, as a basis for teachers’ professional practice. Drawing on Maton’s Legitimation Code *eory, this paper
explores the tensions in the new Norwegian teacher education, between knowledge and ways of knowing, by examining students’
practices, expressed in students’ research and development papers in the new teacher education. *e paper refutes a one-di-
mensional concept of experience-based practical knowledge in the teacher education and argues that professional knowledge is
based on practices that are informed by specialized and theoretical knowledge.

1. Introduction

*e school and teacher education in Norway and the Nordic
countries have for a long time been characterized by a special
type of reform pedagogy. *is pedagogy, also referred to as
progressive pedagogy, has major implications for the or-
ganization of the learning processes and for the perception
of knowledge in education [1–3]. *e reform pedagogy’s
ideas about learning and knowledge can be characterized as
reflecting what Maton called a “subjectivist doxa” [4], which
finds decisive inspiration in various learning theories, not
least constructivism, and where knowledge is basically un-
derstood as mental processes “in the head of persons” (see
[5] (pp. 1)). In recent decades, the hegemony of the pro-
gressive pedagogy in schools and teacher education has been
strongly challenged [6, 7], which is particularly associated
with the introduction of international large-scale surveys in
Norwegian schools: Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS), and Progress in International
Reading Literacy Study (PIRILS). *ese large-scale surveys,
which were initiated by international organizations such as
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), herald a new era for the Norwegian
education system. *e results of the large-scale surveys, and
in particular the PISA surveys, gave legitimacy to significant
changes in Norwegian education policy in the early 2000s,
with subsequent reforms in schools and later in teacher
education. *e conversion of the Norwegian teacher edu-
cation to a five-year master’s education received decisive
impulses from Finland, a country that can show good results
in the international PISA surveys [2, 8]. In the same way as
the Finnish model, the new Norwegian five-year teacher
education will emphasize a scientific and research-based
content, with the aim of developing a new type of profes-
sional knowledge, which will provide a new foundation for
teachers’ teaching practices in schools.

*e new five-year teacher education was launched in
2017, and so far, there is limited research on the effects of the
new five-year teacher education in Norway. As mentioned,
the reform introduces a new scientific and research-based
foundation for students’ professional practice. A central
research focus is related to the question of students’ un-
derstanding of knowledge in the new teacher education, and
whether knowledge is reduced to knowing in students’
knowledge practices. Based on Maton’s Legitimation Code
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*eory (LCT) [9], this paper will examine the types of
knowledge practices that are expressed in students’ research
and development (R&D) papers in the new teacher
education.

*e reform of Norwegian teacher education can be
related to changes in society, where international organi-
zations and schemes have gained greater influence on na-
tional education policy [2]. Based on international large-
scale surveys (PISA, TIMSS, and PIRILS), a significant need
was identified in the early 2000s to change the Norwegian
school, with greater emphasis on skills and knowledge in
education. *e idea of creating a knowledge school forms a
central basis for the expansion of the Norwegian teacher
education to a five-year primary school teacher education at
master’s level. *ese guidelines are later specified in several
public documents (Ministry of Education and Research,
2016a, 2016b, [10]), which emphasize the need to strengthen
teachers’ research-based competence and professional-ori-
ented knowledge. In the integrated course of study in the
new teacher education, it was assumed that the teachers of
the future need more specialization and competence to
strengthen the knowledge base for the practice of the pro-
fession. In the learning outcome descriptions in the regu-
lations for the curriculum for the new teacher education,
three factors are highlighted [10] (pp. 2—authors transla-
tion). *e candidate must have the following criteria:

(i) Specialized insight into a limited subject area (master
thesis)

(ii) Broad professional knowledge in other subjects that
are part of the education

(iii) In-depth knowledge of relevant research and theory,
as well as scientific thinking, research methods, and
ethics

*ese learning outcome descriptions have been inter-
preted and processed at institutional level and have been
included in the institution’s curriculum. Generally, it is a
purpose that the students through the study will gain insight
into scientific theory and research methods and develop
competence to carry out an independent R&D—paper and
write a master’s thesis. *e new five-year teacher education
was initiated in 2017. As mentioned, there is a limited re-
search on the effects of the new five-year teacher education
in Norway. An exception is a small study from the University
of Tromsø, which anticipated this development with a pilot
project, and was early in starting five-year teacher education
in Norway. *is study, which deals with science, concluded
that the master’s program in science has only to a small
extent managed to increase learning pressure and academic
level in the first three years of the study [11].*e new teacher
education emphasizes that students should develop re-
search-based professional knowledge, but a follow-up study
from Østfold University College concludes that students
have little understanding of what this research-based pro-
fessional knowledge is about [12]. *ese studies provide
some indications of real problems in the new five-year
teacher education, and in this paper, we will investigate what
kind of knowledge is expressed in the students’ R&D papers

at Nord University, uncover the underlying organizational
principles, and look at the further effects for progression and
knowledge building.

2. Method and Data Sources

*e new five-year teacher education should according to the
guidelines of the authorities be based on knowledge and
research, and students should develop research-based pro-
fessional knowledge in the education. In the new Norwegian
five-year teacher education, the bachelor thesis has been
replaced by an R&D thesis.*e R&D papers should include a
teaching subject and the subject area pedagogy and student
knowledge. *e scope and organization of the thesis is
determined by the institutions, and in the study plan for
Nord University, this is formulated as follows [13] (cur-
riculum for MAGLU 1–7, 2017, p. 27—authors’ translation).

In the third year of study, the student must write a research
and development (R&D) paper in combination between
one of the teaching subjects and pedagogy and student
knowledge. -e papers must be professionally oriented and
linked to the field of practice or other aspects of the school’s
activities. -e issue must be linked to key academic, di-
dactic and/or other pedagogical challenges the school faces.

*e goal of the R&D papers is to develop a research-
based and profession-oriented form of knowledge. *is
knowledge should give the student a theoretical basis for
practicing the profession. At the same time, the R&D paper
will lay a further foundation for the work on the master’s
thesis. In the third year of study, students will submit an
independent R&D paper, and this project includes sub-
mitted R&D papers in the spring of 2020 at Nord University.
*is project includes all R&D papers submitted in Nord
University–Nesna, a total of 25 papers (P1, P2, . . . , P25).
*is paper will examine the types of knowledge that are
expressed in the students’ R&D papers, uncover underlying
organizational principles, and look at further effects for
progression and knowledge building. Based on the men-
tioned research questions, a special form of semantic
analysis will be used in the project [9]. *e R&D papers are
stored in Inspera in Nord University, and after an approved
application from Norwegian center for Research Data, an
extract of these R&D papers has been made.

2.1. -eoretical Framework: LCT Semantics. To investigate
the types of knowledge practices that characterize students’
R&D papers, this project will be based on Maton’s LCT
[4, 9]. *is theory builds on Bernstein and Bourdieu, among
other approaches [14]. LCTcomprises several dimensions or
sets of concepts [4, 9], and in this project, one concept,
semantic gravity, from the dimension named “Semantics”
will be used to analyse R&D papers. Semantic gravity is an
approach that can uncover the context-dependency of
meanings and is well suited to investigate knowledge
practices in the R&D papers and differentiating the forms of
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knowledge that are involved in the practices. Maton [15] (pp.
65-66) defines “semantic gravity” as follows.

-e degree to which meaning relates to its context, whether
that is social or symbolic. Semantic gravity may be rela-
tively stronger (+) or weaker (−) along a continuum of
strengths. -e stronger the semantic gravity (SG+), the
more closely the meaning is condensed within symbols; the
weaker the gravity (SG−), the less dependent meaning is on
its context.

Semantic gravity refers to the meaning’s dependence on
the context. *e context dependence of meanings allows an
almost infinite grading of strength, where strong semantic
gravity (SG+) refers to meanings that largely depend on the
context (e.g., about a specific event or experience), while
weak semantic gravity refers to more context-dependent
meanings (e.g., theoretical explanations of the event). *e
concept semantic gravity allows to uncover variations of
context dependence in meanings and practices by showing
that all forms of practice have a different semantic strength.

Semantic gravity provides opportunities to grade prac-
tices and to track changes in practices, in the span between
weakening semantic gravity and strengthening semantic
gravity. Knowledge practices, as expressed in the students’
R&D papers, can move from concrete particles in specific
cases to more abstract and general concepts, and vice versa
to a downward shift to specific contexts andmeanings.*ese
movements can be described as the gravity range of prac-
tices. Maton [4], (pp.106–124), formulated a term that de-
scribes the difference between the strongest and weakest
strengths of the practices.

Gravity range is a term that can be related to knowledge
building, where a distinction can be made between cumu-
lative knowledge building and segmental knowledge
building [16] (p. 108). Cumulative knowledge building
provides students with access to conceptual or theoretical
knowledge, based on earlier acquired knowledge and allows
the integration and expansion of that knowledge across
contexts and time. Segmental knowledge building is
achieved when knowledge is strongly bound to a context and
only meaningful in this context.

Semantic gravity can reveal the context dependence of
knowledge, what forms of knowledge that are included, and
how they are linked together in the students’ R&D papers. A
key goal in the new Norwegian teacher education is for
students to develop and apply professional knowledge.
Although the term professional knowledge seems to refer to
specialized knowledge, neoliberal education reforms, with
their emphasis on competence and skills, have created a
situation where it is less clear what is meant by this term [17].
As mentioned, professional knowledge is a contentious
concept in the new Norwegian teacher education, and there
is a need for some criteria that can differentiate between
different forms of knowledge in the profession, which allow
these concepts of knowledge to be linked to semantic gravity.
Professional knowledge is a specialized form of knowledge
that includes theoretical and practical knowledge [17], which
enables the members of the profession to perform tasks

within a particular area. In an analysis of different curricula,
based on Maton’s model, Shay [18] (p. 572) differentiates
between four fundamentally different kinds of knowledge in
curriculum: theoretical, practical, generic, and professional.
*e profession’s knowledge is a blended form of specialized
knowledge, and Muller argues that this knowledge can be
arranged in two different ways in the curriculum, either by
being organized on the basis of conceptual or contextually
dominant coherence principle [19] (p. 216). *is approach
helps a bit on the way, but we should emphasize that
professional knowledge is a distinct form of knowledge,
which includes combinations of context-dependent and
more abstract forms of knowledge. To explore this, we need
to move beyond types to explore organizing principles,
which “semantic gravity” enables us to do. Nevertheless,
Muller’s coherence principle opens the possibility of dif-
ferent combinations, where the knowledge of the profession
can be defined on the basis of different degrees of context
dependence. *ese combinations will have different degrees
of semantic gravity strengths, from contextual and local
knowledge with a more limited range of semantic gravity, to
knowledge that combines practical knowledge with con-
ceptual knowledge, which gives a greater range. It is only this
last form of knowledge that gives students epistemic access
[20], (p. 140), with opportunities for “conceptual progres-
sion” [16], (p. 172), and cumulative knowledge building,
with the potential to develop a more general form of
knowledge, which can be transferred to new contexts. We
will, based on the concept semantic gravity, argue that this is
the hallmark of a new scientific and research-based concept
of professional knowledge in school and teacher education.

2.2. A Translation Device for Analysing Student Papers. In
order to create a connection between theory and data, there
is a need to develop what Maton and Chen [21] call a
“translation device” that makes visible how theory is realized
in the empirical data and provides a bridge between the two.
A translation device makes clear to others how concepts are
enacted in analysis. Our own translation device has been
developed with the aim of creating a connection between the
concept of semantic gravity and students’ R&D papers in the
new teacher education. As mentioned, all practices include
semantic gravity, with varying degrees of semantic strength.
*ese variations in the context dependence and complexity
of the sentences produce semantic changes, something
Maton [4] refers to as range of semantic gravity.

In this paper, we follow Georgiou’s approach [22], where
students’ ideas, understanding, or conceptions are related to
a framework that focuses on objectified knowledge, and
where the analysis of students’ responses is linked to the
concept of semantic gravity, with meanings that may have a
stronger or weaker context dependence. Georgiou’s study
deals with students’ responses to a particular problem in
physics [23], a subject with a hierarchical knowledge
structure [24], where the object is a phenomenon in the
natural world. Our translation device follows Georgiou but
reflects also that our study has a different context, with a
focus on students’ R&D papers, which are implemented
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based on a new, research-based concept of professional
knowledge.*e translation device is developed in relation to
the concept of semantic gravity, where the students’ papers
are coded based on three levels (see Table 1).

Based on the concept of semantic gravity, it is possible to
identify which forms of knowledge practices that are
expressed in the students’ R&D papers. Table 1 has a design
that provides opportunities for a semantic analysis of stu-
dents’ understanding of knowledge, expressed by the
knowledge practices that are expressed in students’ R&D
papers. *is approach has a focus on students’ ideas or
conceptions [25]. Following Georgiou [22], the term
“conceptions” is understood as a term that gives name to
students’ understanding of knowledge units, where the
composition and connection between the knowledge units
or levels will represent a complete or incomplete under-
standing of scientific and research-based knowledge [26, 27].
Based on Table 1, the last condition is expressed, when the
students’ practices in the papers create connections between
the three different semantic levels. In the new and reformed
Norwegian teacher education, where students’ instructions
and training take place in the span between knowing and
knowledge, the three-part division, and the examination of
the connections between the three levels, provide an op-
portunity to uncover the semantic strength and SG range of
students’ knowledge practices in the submitted R&D papers.
*is approach presupposes a special form of semantic
analysis, where the paper’s constellations of meanings on
one level are seen in the context of the paper’s structure and
content on another level, by examining whether there are
connections between the different levels, to determine the
paper’s range of semantic gravity. *is study of connections
includes analyses of whether there is a connection between
theories, sources, and data and assessments. Of particular
importance is the question of how sources and data, directly
or indirectly, are explained in the papers. *e content of the
student’s explanations, whether they are related to the
theories and concepts, or have a more local and contextual
character, is included as a central analysis point, which
provides an opportunity to map different forms of knowl-
edge, and the organizational principles behind this knowl-
edge, in the students’ R&D papers in this study.

3. Results

*e analysis of the students’ R&D papers was carried out
based on a translation device (see Table 1), which indicates
three levels, suitable for uncovering the range of semantic
gravity in the students’ papers. *e semantic analysis fo-
cused on content and structure and whether the practices
create connections between the different levels, or whether
these connections are missing.

Figure 1 gives an overall visual representation of the
forms of SG range that are expressed, in the span between
SG− and SG+, in the students’ papers.

*e papers with greater SG range (B1, Figure 1) include
connections between all three levels: theories and concepts
(SG−) are related to sources and data (SGØ), and connec-
tions to theories and concepts are maintained and applied in

the student’s own assessments of the data in the thesis (SG−,
SG+). Typical of papers in this category is that data is
explained with terms derived from theories. For example, in
a paper (P4, B1), the student examines the connection be-
tween fiction books and self-image and draws the following
conclusion: “Fiction about the difficult topics can make a
positive contribution to the development of children’s self-
image, but there are many factors that will influence this.” In
the paper, the student discusses these factors based on lit-
erary theory and pedagogical theories.

*e papers with a more limited SG range (A2, Figure 1)
have in common that they are missing connections to
theories and concepts, either because the paper lacks a
prepared theoretical basis, or because theories and concepts
are not used in the student’s own assessments, or where
references is made to public documents and selected liter-
ature references, which means that the student’s assessments
of data are based on simpler and more context-dependent
meanings. Typical of these papers is that explanations of
data, often with elements of carefully selected literature
quotations, are handled in a reflexive and constructivist way.
For example, in a paper (P9, A2), which examines whether
conversation-based teaching can strengthen students’
reading skills in the subject Norwegian, the student discusses
opportunities and challenges with such a working method.
*e student concludes, based on a selection of literature
references, that “the good conversation can help to
strengthen students’ mastery experiences, either by making
the students aware of their mastery or by making the teacher
aware of what the students experience that they do not
master.” In this way, papers in this category create a con-
nection between two levels, between the student’s assess-
ments (SG−, SG+) and sources and data (SGØ), which gives
these papers a context-specific and segmental character.

*e analysis shows that the range of semantic gravity in
the student papers varies considerably and covers from two
(A2) and three levels (B1), respectively. *ese differences in
SG range, where students connect different levels, reveal the
underlying organizational principles of the different papers,
expressed by the relative strength of semantic gravity (SG±).
*e different degree of semantic strength provides oppor-
tunities to determine the types of knowledge that charac-
terize students’ R&D papers.

*e semantic analysis shows that the students’ R&D
papers are characterized by a connection between different
levels, which have different SG range.

Figure 2 shows that a little more than half of the sub-
mitted student papers have a greater SG range (52%). *ese
papers are based on a form of knowledge, which includes
three levels, where there are connections between theory and
concepts, sources and data, and the students’ assessment of
this data in papers. Although these papers are quite different,
all papers have a theoretical basis, which means that these
papers combine the contextual with more general theoretical
knowledge, which is less dependent on the context. It is
precisely this combination that characterizes a scientific and
research-based concept of professional knowledge. *is
form of knowledge provides students with a theoretical basis
for practicing the profession, which is a prerequisite for “the
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confident embedding of theoretically informed action in
practice” [28].

On the other hand, slightly less than half (48%) of the
analysed papers are characterized by a more limited SG
range, which indicates that many students have not acquired
a clear understanding of what is meant by professional
knowledge in the new Norwegian teacher education. Fig-
ure 2 shows that many of the students’ R&D papers are
characterized by a more context-dependent form of
knowledge. R&D papers in this category are characterized by

a connection between two levels, between sources and data,
and the students’ own assessments of data in the assign-
ments. In these papers, the teachers’ knowledge base is
understood as a context-dependent form of knowledge,
which is not connected to concepts and theories. *is form
of knowledge is based on the idea that knowledge is
something local, which can be explored through research
related to specific practical problems, and which can be
developed to a higher level by drawing on selected literature
references and authoritative sources, something which can
lead to a more developed understanding of the problems
presented, often by finding specific interpretations of
sources or data.

4. Discussion

*e reform in the new Norwegian teacher education aims to
develop a new type of professional knowledge, based on
science and research, which will strengthen the basis for
teachers’ teaching practices in schools [12]. *e question of
what we can understand with teachers’ professional
knowledge is a controversial topic in the Norwegian teacher
education. In this section, we will discuss the concept of
professional knowledge considering the result of the se-
mantic analysis of the students’ R&D papers and consider
further effects on possibility for progression and knowledge
building.

*e result of the LCT analysis shows that the students’
R&D papers have different strengths (Figure 2) of semantic
gravity. Papers in the category with stronger semantic
gravity comprise two levels (48%) and are characterized by a
limited SG range. Papers in this category highlight that the
teacher’s professional knowledge is a practical form of
knowledge, a kind of know-how specialization, with mastery
of teaching methods and techniques to promote learning
andmotivate students in school.*is specialization, which is
often based on specific problems in school, may include
references to subject literature and public documents, but is
still characterized by a context-dependent form of knowl-
edge.*is knowledge is developed and specialized based on a
contextual purpose and dominated by what Muller [19] has
described as contextual coherence. Although this form of
knowledge opens for contextual specialization, with devel-
opment and innovation, papers in this category are char-
acterized by a limited SG range, with little degree of renewal
of established practices. Norwegian schools and teacher
education have for a long time been characterized by a
particularly Scandinavian version of progressive pedagogy
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Figure 2: Relative strengths of semantic gravity in student papers.

Table 1: A translation device for semantic gravity.

Semantic
gravity

Coding
categories Description of coded content

Weaker SG−
*e student describes theories, concepts, or principles in a general manner, without reference to a

specific situation or social conditions

Medium SGØ *e student describes the object(s), by referring to various sources, facts or data, and providing some
explanations or interpretations (linking SGØ with SG− and SG+ levels)

Stronger SG+ *e student describes the object(s) or its characteristics, by referring to own experiences, meanings, or
perceptions of a specific situation or social conditions

Weaker (SG–)

Medium (SGØ)

Stronger (SG+)

B1

A2

Figure 1: Different semantic gravity ranges in student papers.
Shows two different forms of SG range in the students’ R&D papers,
referred to as papers with a long SG range (B1—covers three levels)
and papers with a more limited SG range (A2—covers two levels).
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[2], and in several papers in this category, practices with
student-active working methods are emphasized as the
solution to problems with learning in school, a solution that
is put forward without considering the specialized knowl-
edge the pupils should learn in the subject.

Student papers with a longer SG range include three
levels (52%), where there is a connection between theories
and concepts, sources, and data, and where students in-
terpret and explain data in the light of theory. Studies of
contextual practices, as expressed in students’ data, are
informed by theories and concepts. *e semantic structure,
which connects the three levels, includes various forms of
knowledge, where contextual practices in the classroom are
understood and developed based on the concepts that are
used. *is version of the teacher’s professional knowledge is
based on a conceptual coherence principle [19]. *is prin-
ciple of coherence connects the various forms of knowledge
and opens for a double specialization [17], with the devel-
opment of context-specific practices in the classroom based
on concepts, with opportunities for concept development
towards an increasing degree of conceptual integration and
conceptual generality [16]. Student papers in this category
are particularly marked by the development of contextual
knowledge considering the concepts that apply. However,
the specialized development of the contextual practices takes
different paths, where a distinction can be made between the
use of recontextualized pedagogical concepts and concepts
taken from the subject area, which shows that students have
a quite different understanding of what we can understand
with the teacher’s professional knowledge in school.

*e analysed R&D papers give a complex picture and
show that there are large differences in what the students in
the new Norwegian teacher education understand by the
concept of professional knowledge. Papers with limited
semantic reach are characterized by local and context-re-
lated forms of knowledge, without connection to theories
and concepts, with practices that provide segmental forms of
knowledge building. For teachers and students, such a
context-dependent form of knowledge represents few op-
portunities for development. Student papers with a longer
SG range combine studies of contextual practices with
concepts and theory, which opens for cumulative forms of
knowledge building. When data is linked to theories and
concepts, with practices that condense abstract and variable
meanings, a form of complex conceptual knowledge is
developed, which can lift the knowledge out of the given
context, with relevance to other and new contexts [4]. Papers
with a greater SG range offer a lesson in how research-based
knowledge can provide a new basis for teachers’ professional
practices in education. *e concept of semantic gravity
reveals the papers’ semantic structure and demonstrates that
scientific and research-based professional knowledge is a
context-transcendent form of knowledge. It is a knowledge
that can lead to the development of new knowledge, with
capacity for cumulative knowledge building, where students’
acquired knowledge which can be transferred to new con-
texts in time and space. At the same time, these students’
papers raise new questions about the relationship between

practice and theory, how concepts can shape and develop
practices in the classroom, and what kind of concepts and
theories that can best contribute to cumulative knowledge
building in school and teacher education.

5. Conclusions

*is paper starts with the reform of the Norwegian teacher
education, a reform that expands the teacher education to a
five-year master’s education. A key purpose of the reform is
to strengthen the knowledge base for teachers’ professional
practice, by introducing a scientific and research-based
concept of professional knowledge. *is approach heralds a
shift, with the expectation of a development away from a
one-dimensional focus on context-dependent practices,
characterized by a “subjective doxa” [4], where learning and
knowledge are understood as ways of knowing. *is paper
examines the types of knowledge that are expressed in the
students’ R&D papers in the new teacher education. *e
results of the study reveal that there is a gap between the
intentions and realities of the reform, expressed in the forms
of knowledge that are expressed in the students’ papers.
Almost half of the R&D papers are marked by a more
context-dependent form of knowledge, with a limited range
of semantic gravity, which suggests that many students do
not have a clear understanding of what is meant by scientific
and research-based professional knowledge. *is result,
where there is a gap between the intentions and realities,
reveals a condition which can be referred to as “code clash”
[29]. *e analysis shows that these papers are characterized
by a more context-dependent form of knowledge, charac-
terized by contextual coherence [19]. *is form of knowl-
edge has effects, where the students’ form of knowledge
building acquires a local and segmental character, and where
this knowledge is difficult to transfer to new contexts. When
knowledge is extracted from practice and principles, without
connection to theories, the knowledge will be dependent on
the given context, something that locks students into a more
traditional understanding of the practices of the profession.
*is indicates that the progressive pedagogy, with a doxa
where knowledge is reduced to ways of knowing, still holds a
relatively strong position in the Norwegian teacher educa-
tion. *e strong position of the progressive pedagogy has
effects on students’ perceptions of learning and knowledge.
In what way the progressive pedagogy manifests itself and
how it shapes the students’ perception of knowledge in the
Norwegian teacher education are questions open to further
research.

Data Availability

*is project includes all R&D papers submitted in in the
Spring of 2020 at Nord University, Nesna—a total of 25
papers. *is paper examines the types of knowledge that are
expressed in the students’ R&D papers. *e R&D papers are
stored in Inspera in Nord University, and after an approved
application from Norwegian Center for Research Data
(NSD), an extract of these R&D papers has been made.
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